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ON THE SERVTCE LTFE OF CONCRETE EXPOSED TO FROST ACTTON

G. FAGERLUND
Lund fnstitute of Technologry, Lund, Sweden

Abstract
A t.heory is presented for the estimation of the service life
of concreLe Ðq)osed to frost action. It is based on a sepa-
ration of the frost resistance problem in two parts;
(i) one part that is only a function of the material itself
and whi-ch is expressed in terms of a crit.ical water content
or a degree of saturation which is a "fracture value' being
almost independent of t.he outer condiE.ions (except for the
lowest temperature and the internal salt concenLration). The
critical degree of saturation is a consequence of the ex-
istence of a critical distance of water transfer during
freezing. Some experimental data for the critical- disEance
are given.
(ii) one part that is a funcLion of the wetness of the envi-
ronment and which is expressed in terms of a time function
of the capillary water uptake and the long term water ab-
sorption in the air-pore system. It ís probably also a func-
tion of the salt concentration outside and inside the conc-
rete. It is shown that the long term water absorption in
pure water can often be described and extrapolated by simple
equations.
The application of the theory is shown by three examples.
Ke]ryvords: Frost Resistance, Sa1t, Scaling, Servj-ce Lif e,
Capillarity, Water Absorption, Spacing Factor, Air Pore
Structure.

1 Deet,¡rrcEíon mechaníEms ttre crítícal Eíze

Water confined in the pore system of a porous mat.erial, when
freezing, exposes the pore walls to stresses which mi-ght, in
some cases, cause severe damage to the material. The expla-
nation closest at hand is the 9Z increase in volume of water
transformed into ice. Excess water is expelled from the
freezing site to an adjacent air-fill-ed space that is large
enough to accomodate the water. Duringr this f1ow, which oc-
curs in a very narro\^/ and partly ice-fil-led pore system, the
pore walls are exposed to stresses that are often referred
to as hydraulic pressure. The mechanism was for the first
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time analyzed theoretically by Powers (1-949) .

Another destruction mechanism, which should theoretically
be of particularly qreat importance in very dense materials
(low w/c-ratios) and/or when freezing occurs in the presence
of de-icing salts, is analogrous with the mechanism t.hat cau-
ses frost heave in t.he ground. rce bodies which have already
been formed in coarser pores are, due to differentials in
free energry between ice and water, able to aEtract unfrozen
water from finer capil1ary pores and gel pores. Thus, there
will be a water transfer towards Ehe freezing site. The ice
body will grow and it will thereby expose the pore wall-s to
pressure. The free energry of the ice body will therefore in-
crease at the same time as the free energy of the unfrozen
waLer decreases due to the internal desiccation Qaused by
the water flow. The grrowth of the icebody will not cease
unt.il iEs free energ¡¡ is equal Eo that of t.he unfrozen
waEer. Considerable pressure, high enough t.o seriously dama-
ge the material, could be built up. The pressure ought to be
enhanced when Ehe pore system conEains salt.s; Powers (1956).
The mechanism has been treated theoretically by numerous
scientist,s. The f irst application to concret.e was made by
Powers & Helmuth (1953) . Other references are Powers (l-956),
(196s).

The relaEive importance of those two damage mechanisms
has not been fuI1y clarified. rt is quite clear, however,
Ehat the second mechanism, in order to be significant, re-
quires a large fraction of unfrozen water also at rather low
temperatures. Therefore, it ought to be mosE pronounced in
materials with low VülC-ratios or other dense concretes.

There are also other destruction mechanisms suggested or
modifications of the two mechanisms described above. Such
Lheories have been put forward by Everett (196L), Haynes
(I964l' , Dunn & Hudek (l-965), SeEzer (1978) , Lit.van (1-972)
and others.

One can show theoretically that the hydraulic pressure
mechanism as well as the "growing i-ce body" mechanism pre-
dicts that the destructive forces increase with increasing
distance beEween the freezing site and the nearest air-fiI-
led space; Powers (1949Ì, , Powers & Helmut.h (1953). The conc-
rete will be damaged in areas where this distance exceeds a
certain critical value. This critical dist.ance will adopt an
individual value for each individual concrete and specimen
geometra¡. One such critical distance is the critical thick-
ness being the thickest possible completely water saturated
plate of the actual concret.e. Anot.her crit.ical distance is
the critical she11 thickness (or the critical Powers spacing
factor) being the thickest possible water sat.urated cement
paste shell surrounding an air-fi11ed spherical cavity ha-
ving an impermeable outer surface. There is also a critical-
sphere etc. Simple relations exist between the different
sizes; íf one of them is known any other can be calcul-ated;
Fagerlund (1986).
The relation between the crit.ical thickness DcR and the true
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critícal spacing factor Lcnis:

DcR = 2 - Lcn {Z -o- l,cn,/ 9+t} ttz (1)

Where A is the specific area of the air-void enclosed by
the sheII. Thus, for a given concreLe the relation between
Lcn and Dcn depends on the specific area of the air-pore
system. (Note; sErictly speaking, eq (1) is only valid when
désEruction is caused by the hydraulic pressure mechanism).

2 Ttre fíccítious a¡d, the tsrue Epacing fact,or

Many invesligators have proven experimenlally the existence
of critical disEances of concre¿e; e.g. Ivey & Torrans
(1970) and Bonzel & Siebel (1977) . The values seem- to depend
on Ehe environmental conditions; Ehe crit.ical Powers spacing
factor (Lo)cn is often claj_med Eo be about 0,25 mm for free-
zing in pure waÈer and 0,16 to 0,20 mm for freezíng in 3 g

NaCl-soluEion. For vela¡ dense concreEes the values Seem Eo
be higher,. Gagne a}. (1985). The critical spacing facÈors
are always def.ermined by comparing t.he results of optical
sEudies of the air-pore strucEure with results of
freeze/trhaw experiments of companion specimens. The values
(Lo)cn are E,herefore based on the assumption EhaE all spheri-
cal air-pores observed in the specimen are aclually air-fil-
1ed during Èhe freeze/thaw test. This is not E.he case, howe-
ver. Theréfore, the values (Lo)cn determíned in Ehis way are
ficLitious and considerably smal-1er than the true values LcR

based on Ehe fraction of the air-pore system that is actu-
ally air-filled during the fteeze/thaw test. The significan-
ce óf the two different spacing factors is furt.her discussed
below.

The spacing factor L of a system of spherícal pores in a
material matrix is calculated by the Powers equation.

L - {L,4- [vp/a + L]t/z - 1]'3/a (2t

Where C is the specific area of the pore system the spa-
cing of which is of interest, a is the volume of Lhis pore
system and Vp is the material volume within which the actual-
pore syslem is locaEed, exclusive of the pores themselves.
Normally, in a concrete, Vpis the volume of the cement paste
phase inclusive of fine agqregate interfering with the
pores.
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3 Dírects Eeasurem.enÈa of ttre critical t¡rre epacíng fact'or

Some attempts have been made to experiment.ally determine t.he
order of size of the critical true spacing factor of cement
pasLe; Fagerlund (1981), Löfgren & de Scharengrad (1991) . fn
the first. study the W/C-ratio varied between 0,3 and 0,8.
3-year old water-cured and. completely saEurated air-free
specimens were pre-dried at +50oC and were then re-saturated
by vacuum treatment. They were immersed either in pure water
or in 3 E NaCl-solution whereupon they were freezelthaw
tested between room temperature and -20 oC with a rate of
t.emperature lowering of 2,5 oc/h in the interval Ooc to
10oC. The duration of each cycle was 16 hours of freezing
and 8 hours of thawing. Since the specimens contained no
air, they were fragrmenEed already during t.he first few cyc-
les. An increasing number of cycles did not decrease the
size of Ehe fragrments. This size is a measure of Che criti-
cal thickness. The fragrmented specimen was subjected to a
sieve analysis on basis of which the critical thickness
could be estimated. The results are shown in fig.1. The cri-
Eical thickness is almost independent of the W/C-ratio and
is lowes! for freezíng in pure water. The foi-Iowing mean va-
lues are valid for W/C > 0,4Q à 0,45. LcR has been calcula-
ted by eq (1) assuming t.hat Èhe specific area is 15 mm-1.

Freeze/trhaw in pure water DcR=1,2 mmi LcR=0,40 mm

Freeze/Lhaw in 38 NaCl-soluEion DcR=1,8 mm; LcR=O,54 mm

Frost damage should therefore occur when the spacing facEor
between air-fi1led pores exceeds abouE 0,40 mm for freezing
in pure water and about 0,54 mm for freezing in salt solu-
tion. This mighE seem remarkable since, ês mentioned above,
the critical fictitiuos spacing factor is lower for freezing
in salt solution. A1so. in practice, freezing in salt water
involves considerably more Severe damage. The explanation
closest at hand is that the salt gives rise to a higher mo-
isture content in the concrete surface. The positive effect
of the larger critical size is Eherefore counteracted by an
increased waLer absorption in the air-pore sysEem; See Sec-
tions 9 and 1-0. Another remarkable observation is that. the
critical spacing factors are much higher than the fictitious
values.

4 Indírect measurement,s of the crÍt,ical t¡re spacíng factor

The critical true spacing factor (hereafter ca1led the cri-
tical spacing factor) can also be calculated theoretically
if the so called critical degree of saturation Scn and the
air-pore distribution curve are known. The mathematical pro-
cedure is presented in Fagerlund Í979). Calculations made
indicaLe a rather good ag'reement with the direct measure-
ments presented above.
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rn Fag'erlund (1981) a calculation is made for a concrete
with a w/c-ratio of 0,54, a total air content ao of 7,I z and
an experiment.ally determined ScR-value of 0,80; see fig'. 3-
The air-pore distribution curve was determined by means of
the manual linear traverse method. The calculated Lcn-val-ue
is be|ween 0,37 and 0,42 mm which can be compared with the
ex¡rerimenE.ally determined mean value 0,40 mm; fig. l-. The
different values 0,37 and 0,42 mm are based on different de-
finitions of the cement paste volume¡ 0,42 implies that all-
aggregate partì-cles smaller than 0, 5 mm are íncluded j-n the
"èement paste" phase; 0,37 implies Lhat no aggregate partic-
les are included. According to an anaJ-ysis performed in
Fagerlund (l-978) a certain fraction of Ehe finer aggregate
ought to be included when calculating the spacing factor.
fhã reason is that the inter-particle spacing of this aggre-
gate fractj-on is of the same order of size as the aj-r pores.

Some o|her examples are Shown in fí9.2. The calculat.ions
are based on measurements of the ScR-values and thê air-pore
distribution curves of I concretes containing cement with
different amounts of ground granulated blast furnace sJ-ag;
Fagerlund Q982) . T\¡¡o dif ferenE concretes wiCh dif ferent air
contents were tested for each cement type. The two LcR-values
differ somewhat. One reason for this is that. the the real
air-pore distribulions were not utilized but merely the
stanãard distribution according to eq (3) adjusted to the
measured curîve. The agrreement between the theoretical and
the real distributions is however not perfect-

f(r) = n.]n b/br (3)
Where r is the pore radius and f (r) is the frequency func-

tion of pore radii. n and b are constant.s adjusted to the
measured distribution. The absolute values of the calcul-ated
Lcn-values are a bit. smaller than those found by direct free-
zíng; see section 3.

ocR'*
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¡3% NoCl
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I

LpuRe wlteR

Fig.l- .

0.2 0. {. 0,6 0.6 1,0

Experimental determinations of the trueTriticaf
thickness of OPC-pastes which have undergone a dry-
inglwetting cycle; Faqerlund (1981- ) .
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Fíg.2. The true critical spacing factor of slag cement conc-
reEes. The values are based on experimenEally det.er-
mined ScR-values and air pore distribut.ions;
Fagerlund ( 1982 ) .

5 The critícaI degree of saturat,ion

The exisbence of a crit.ical síze implies the existence of a
critical water absorption in the ai-r pore system and the ex-
istence of a crit.ical degree of saturation of the concrete
as a whole; Fagerlund (19791. For a given value of LcR, the
critical air pore absorption and therefore Èhe Scn-value will
be different for different air pore disE.ribution curves and
air contents. Thus, the Scn-value is individual for each con-
cret.e despite the fact. that'the value of Lcn is Ehe same.
This was first pointed out by Warris (1964l,. Degree of saEu-
rat.ion is defined:

S = We/E lvolume/volume] (4)

Where We is the total evaporable water volume in the concrete
and e is its total pore volume (porosity) including all com-
paction pores, air pores and aggregate pores. In almost all
cases, the occurrence of the moisture leve1 Scn implies that.
a certain fraction of the air pore system is water-fi1led.
This is the reason why the experimentally determined true
LcR-val-ues presented above are considerably larger than the
fictive (Lo)cn-values (0,25 mm and 0,16 to 0,20 mm) on which
a certain aqreement has existed for a long time. these "tra-
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ditional values" are vatid for the ent.ire air pore system
and imply that no part of this is water-filled during a
freeze/trhaw test. Therefore, in determining (Lo)cnby the
Powers equation (2) the specific area of the air-pore system
has always been assumed Eo be q,o which is valid for the
"dry" air pore system although, in reality, one should use a
much smaller value crrvalid for the parE of Ehe air pore
system that. is actually air-f il-1ed; see Fig 12. The small-est
air pores are waLer-fi1Ìed at first. -FagerJ-und (1993)- and
since they are numerous they contribuLe very much to the
value of q.o. Therefore the difference between oo and crr is
oft.en big. Besides in calculating the value of (Lo)cn the
total air content ao is used and not t.he real voluine ar t.hat
is acE.ua11y air-filled. The real spacing facEor LiceÈween
air-filled pores in a specimen thaE. is freeze-tested should
of course be calculated by eq (2') using the values c[r and ar
which are valid for the actual specimem considering ics ac-
t.ua1 water absorpt.ion.

The Scn-value can be calculated theoretically when the air
contenE ao, the radius distribution of the air pore sysEem
f(r) and Èhe true value LcR are known; eq (5). The method of
calculation is shown in deEail in Fagerlund (1979). The only
assumpEion made is that. a smaller air pore is water-fil1ed
before a larger pore which is a ver!¡ reasonable assumption
from a t.hermodynamical point. of view.

ScR = f{ao¡f (r) ;Lcn} (5)

fnversely, the LcR-value can, as said above, be calculated
when the Scn-value and the pore síze distribut.ion are known.

LCR 9{ao;f (r) ;ScR} (6)

6 Ercperinental detse¡mínat,ion of ScR

The Scn-value can be determined oqrerimentally by methods de-
scribed in Fagerlund ('l-977 ) . A number of specimens are ad-
justed to individual degrrees of saLurat.ion by drying from a
vacuum-saturat.ed condition or by absorbing water after
vacuum treatment of the dry specimen t,o a cert.ain residual
pressure. They are immediately sealed from moisture gain or
loss and freeze/thaw-tested during one cycle only or during
a few cycles. Damage is measured by means of expansion or
dynamic E-modulus. A plot of damage versus degree of satura-
tion reveals the ScR-va1ue. Examples of determinations of Scn
of concrete and other materials can be found in many report.s
i.a. Fagerlund (7972) , (L975) , (1977) , (L978) , (L982) ,

St.uder (1-979) , (1980) , Stehno (L979l , Klamrowski and
Neustupny (1984). one example is seen in fiq.3.
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oo 02 0,4 0.6 0,8 1.o

Figr.3. Example of an experimenLal determination of the cri-
tical degree of saturation of an OPC-concrete with
W/C=0,54 and air content 7,I 8. En is the dynamic E-
modulus after n freeze/trhaw cycles; Fagerlund(1981).

The number of freeze/thaw cycles seems to have a negligib-
le effect on the ScR-va1ue which means that there is almost
no effect of fatigue. One example is shown in fig.A. The ScR-
value determined by the onset of ex¡ransion is well-defined
already afÈer 1 freeze/thaw cycle; Klamrowski & Neustupny
(1984). This fact has also been demonst.raEed in other tests;
Fagerlund (t9721, (l-980) . This negligible effect of repeated
freeze/thaw cycles depends on the fact Ehat the specimen is
sealed. rn an unsealed test there is normally increasing da-
magre with increasing number of cycles -e.g in the traditio-
nal salE scaling test . But, this is probably t.o a large ex-
tent depending on the fact thaE. moisture flows into the spe-
cimen during the test. This gradually increases its degree
of saturation.

The Scn-value is also almost independent of the freezing
rate. One example is seen in fig.5 showing the effect of the
freezíng rate on the expansion of specimens with different
but constant degrees of saturation; Klamrowski & Neustupny
(1984). Another èxample is shown in fig.6 which shows the
result of a comparative internat.ional investigation of the
so ca1Ied Scn-method; Fagrerlund (1977). An analysis performed
in Fagerlund (t992a) explain this behaviour theoretically.
rn normal freeze-Lesting, an effect of Èhe freezingr rate is
often found. The results are however not unambiguous; in
some tests an increased f.reezíng rate bring abouL an increa-
se of the damage -e.9. Nischer (79761, Pigeon, Prévost &

Simard (1985). In other test,s, the opposite is the case
e.q. HRB (1-959). The most plausible explanation is that dif-
ferent test procedures effect in different \^rays the possibi-
lity of the specimen to take up or give away moisture.

Thus, ScR seems t.o be little affected by normal variations
in the environmental- condiLions. It can therefore be regar-
ded as a true material property, a fact that is utilized in
the the proposed methrod for service life predi-ction.
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Fig.6. Effect of the freezíng rat.e on the crilical degree of
saturation of two OPC-concreEesi Fagerlund(1992a) .

It mighL be that the Scn-value is a function of the salt'
concentration of the pore waler and that a lowesE value is
obtained for a certain pessimum concentration; Fagerlund
(1-992b). The effecÈ of salt waEer in the pores on the criti-
ca1 degre of saturat.ion Etrerefore has to be clarified.

One can also expect. t.hat the Scn-value depends on the lo-
east temperature employed. Thus. it has been found Lhat a
lowest freezing temperature of -22oC causes consi-derably
more scaling in a tradiEional salt scaling test than t.he
temperatures -8oC and -14oC; Lindmark (1993).

7 The actsuaI degree of satsuratsion - the eervice life

In fíg.7 t.he behaviour of a representative volume inside t.he
concrete is shown. The ScR-va1ue can be regarded const.ant
after the first few months provided Ehere is no change of
the air pore structure, such as deposition of crystals in
the "ac|ive air porêso, pores that. are coarse enougfh not to
become readily water-filled during normal conditions. The
actual degree of Saturalion, SÀcT, of the unit volume and the
temperature changes with changes in the outer climate condi-
tions. At point B the unit volume freezes at the same time
as t.he SAcT-val-ue of the unit volume exceeds its ScR-val-ue.
This causes considerable dest,ruct.ion of the unit volume. One
can always assume that a large number of adjacent unit volu-
mes are damaged at the same time giving a measurable reduc-
tion of the serviceability of the entire structure.
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Fig.?. H14>otheLical time functions of the actual degree of
saturaEion, SAcr, the critical degree of saLuration,
Scn and the temperature inside a uniE volume in a con-
creLe member.

The frost resistance problem is a good example of t.he
statistical nalure of durability. The unlucþr combination of
excess of water and 1ow temperature might occur during the
first year as well as after many decades. Therefore, it is
very difficult -or even impossible- to make an exact predic-
tion of the service life of concrete e:q>osed Eo natural
frost action. It is evident, ho\n¡ever, that a long service
life implies that the concrete is designed in suctr a way
that the probability is very 1ow that Sact will ever exceed
ScR.

I The pot,entsial service 1ífe - t,he capÍI1arlf absor^pt'ion

fnstead of trying Eo analyze ot simulate the real environ-
ment, which is practically impossible but, íf successful,
should give the true service 1ife, one can utilize a "stan-
dard environment" and obtain a sort of 'potential service
life'. One possibility is to use a long-term water absorp-
tion test and measure the capillary degree of saturation,
ScAp as function of the suction time. Thus, the true and
fluctuating value Sact is replaced by the gradually i-ncrea-
sing value ScAP. The potential service l-ife tpis imlicitely
defined by.
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lrihere Scep(tp) is t.he degree of saturation after t,he time
tp of continuous capillary waLer uptake. fn theory, the time
function Scap(t) could be calculated by means of advanced mo-
isture mechanics and a detailed knowledge of the air pore
syst.em. Such a theory is worked out in detail in Fagerlund
(1993). Examples of an application of the theory are shown
in figr.8 where the degree of water-filling Sa of the air
pore system is plotted as function of time. Sa=0 and Sa=1
correspond to an empty and a completely water saturated ai-r
pore system respectively. Thus, water in the capillary pores
and gel pores are not j-ncluded in Sa. The assumed frequency
function of the air pores is.

f(r) - n.{ L/rb - 1/rmaxb} (8)

Where n and b are consEanEs, b being a function- of the
specific area qo of t,he entire air pore system. rnax is
the radius of Lhe coarsest air pore. The theoret.ical solu-
tion -see eq (13) below- is performed for two different va-
lues of the diffusivity of dissolved air Ehrough pore wat.er.
with a diffusivity of 10-72 m2/s and a specific area of
30 mm-1 the time needed t.o fil-l 50 eo of the air pore system
is about 30 years. The finer Ehe pore system, the more rapid
is the rate of water-filling and the shorler is the service
life. With a specific area of 50 mm-l ic only Eakes 1 year
to fill 50 1 of the air pore system. The t,heoretical calcu-
lation was compared with experimental tesLs yielding fairly
good agreement.
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Fiq.8. Calculated degree of saturation of the air pore
system of concretes permanently stored in water and
with air pore systems that are described by eq (B);
Fagerlund (1993 ) .
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A practical-, e><perimentar method for determination of scap
i"- u capiJ-lary absorption test using t.hin concrete prut""(about 20 mm) thaE ale completery iñmãrsed in water'-for along time or that are sucking *"Ê"i-Ìiå* orr" side which isput in contact with the surfãce of water cont.ained in a ves_sel that is seared in order to protect. the top s,rirãc" orthe specimen. from evaporation. brre ttrictnesÀ ãr-Ër.ã plaEemust be smalr so that the measured water absorption can baassumed to have occured homogeneously over the entire mate_rial volume. Tlzpical absorpclon-timã-crrrres are shown infigr.9. The nick-point in tñe diagr.* lãt point. (rn;Sn)_ cor_responds to the stage where_a11 capiJ-1ary pores and gelpores are completely water-filled whire no- air porà='a..filled. Ttrus the quantity (1-Sn) .e is equal_ to the total_ aircontent ao of the concret.e. The qood agreement between thoset.wo quantities is seen in fig.10.

The water absorption that occurs after the nick-point. isthe grradual water-f illing of the air pó." syscem.'rti" iscaused by dissoluEion in Ehe pore watèr of air contained inthe pores and rransfer of thi; air by-ãirr""iã"-Èä=.åarserair pores and to the specimen surfacê. The wat,er absãrptionprocess aft.er_t.he nick.point. absorption can be descri-¡äa ¡van equation of .type (9) .
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Fig.9. Examples of the water absorption curves of opc_conc_rete slices with one surfacé put in conta"t -ritnwater (a is the air content of the hardened 
"o.r..u_te ) ; FagerJ_und ( l_9 g2) .
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Figr.10. Relatron between the parameter (1-Sn)'e and the
total air content a of concretes made with different
tlpes of cement and with W/C=O,45¡ Fagerlund(1982) .
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Where eo is the porosity excl-usive of air pores. The total
porosity is Ê=Eo+ao. The first Lerm wichin Ehe second parant-
hesis, tolt=Sn.Ê therefore is the rapid absorption in the
ge1- and capillary pores up to the nick-point and the other
term determines the absorption in t.he air pores. The func-
tion f describes the rate of water absorption in the air
pores and the funcEion g describes the shape of the time-
curve of this process.

Our knowledge of the Ewo functions f and g is limited
although some estimates can be made as seen in fig.8. One
possibility is to extrapolate the result. of a wauer absorp-
tion test which is run for some time (weeks or months). The
most simple extrapolation is a 1in-1og relation.

Scap(t) = A+B-1og t (10 )

Where A and B are constants which are adjusted to the
test results and where t is the suct.ion time expressed in a
suitable unit (normally hours). The coefficient A is almosL
the same as the quantity €olg=5tr.e and B is determined by
the rate by which air in the air pores can dissolve and be
replaced by water. Eq (10) can therefore be written.

ScAP(t) = t1,/el - {eo + B.e.1og t} (11)

Where the coefficient B involves all the material parame-
ters that are implicit in eq (9). Some examples of measured
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values of the coefficient B are shown in fí9.1-L. B increases
with increasing air contenL which is reasonable since the
diffusivity of gases increases wi-th increasing air contenti
Fagerlund (1993). B also increases with increasing amount of
ground qranulated blast furnace slagr in Lhe cement. The rea-
son is not fully known. ft was found, however, that the spe-
cific area of t.he air pore system increased subsEanEial-ly
with increasing slagr content. This should theoretically give
the observed effect on the coefficient B; see fig.8.

Combination of eq (7) and (10) gives the fol-lowing rela-
tion for the pot.ential service l-ife.

tp = 10 (scR-À) /B (r2t

A theoretical analysis indicates that a lin-log extrapo-
lation might, overestimate the service life ¡ ví2. the real
long-term absorption seems to be more rapid than E.hat. pre-
dicted by eq (10); Fagerlund (1993). A relation of the fol-
lowing type seems to be more realistic for the degree of sa-
turation Sa of the air pore system itself, provided Sa<0,5.

Sa(t) c.goD-(ô.t)E (13 )

Where C and D are general consÈants, E is a consEant
which also depends on the specific area of E.he aj-r pore
system and õ is Ehe diffusivity of dissolved air.

g 7.ß2

23456
Fresh oir content, o 7o

Fiqr.11. Examples of experimental determinations of the coef-
ficient B in eq (10) as function of the air content
and cement type. (W/C=O ,45) ; Fagerlund(1992) .
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The capillary degree of saturation of the total concrete

Sc¡,p ( t ) Í7/el -{eo * Sa(t).ao} (1-4)

Inserting eq (13) gives.

SCAP(t) t7/El. {eo + c.q,oD.ao. (õ.t)Ei (1s )

l_s

This can also be formulated.

Scep(t) =A+F.tE

Where the constant. F
each concrete. A is the
service life is.

- c.c[oD-ao.ôEze is individual for
same as in eq (10). The potential-

tp = {(scn - A')/F}L/E (17 )

Provided one has information on how different concrete
technolog[¡ parameters such as W/C-ratio, cemenE type,
curing, moisLure history etc, affects the functions f and g
in eq (9) and the critical distance LcR(or DcR) iE should be
possible to make a purely EheoreE.ical calculation of the po-
tential service life of a concreEe sE.ored in waEer and t.hen
frozen. Neither a f.reeze/Lhaw test nor a Èime consuming
water absorption tesE would be necessara¡. The only informa-
tion needed concerns the air pore sEructure. Then, one can
calculate the ScR-value according to the princj-ples described
in section 5 and the ScÀP-function by eq (15). A combination
yields the potential service life.

It is qiuite clear that by using the ScR-concept one can
from a theoretical point of view obtain quantitative infor-
mation of the expected service life and not only a rough qu-
alitative durability level as that obtained by a traditional
freeze/thaw test. One can also, by makingr parameter studies,
investigate the sensitivity with regard to frost resist.ance
of differenL material parameters such as pore síze distribu-
tion, air content, VI/C-ratío, diffusivity (permeability) ,

etc.

9 The required aír cont,ent, for a gíven Eervice life

The required toLal air content aois normally calculated by
the Powers eqation eq (1) expressed in the followi-ng form
based on t.he specific area c[o of the empty (dry) aj-r pore
system and the fictitious critical- spacing factor (Lo)cn.

(16)

+ 113- 1)âo = vp/ {0,364. [ (r,")cR.crol3 (rB )
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As said above, from a theoretical point of view, no vafue
of (Lo)cn can exist. A cerLain fraction of the air pore
system will always become water-filled during natural condi-
tions. The fact that certain researchers seem to have found
rather wel-I-defined values of (Lo)cn for normal types of
concrete most likely depends on Ehe fact that pore systems
in such concretes are often of similar shape. Therefore/
possibly t.here exists a fairly constant relat.ion between the
fictitious value (Lo)cn and the true value LcR. This relation
will probably no longer exist for air pore systems of diver-
gent appearance such as exEremely fine-porous systems or ex-
tremely coarse-porous systems. In the first case, the air
requirement calculated by means of eq (18) will be unde-
restimated due to an underesLimation of the substantial
water absorption in such pore systems. In the second case
the air requirement will be overesEimated because such pore
systems do not absorb much water; more or less all pores
will stay air-fiIled even during vera/ moist conditions.

A more realistic value of the required air content should
be calculated by the following equation"

ao=aw+acR+ab (?)

Where aw is the water-filled air pore volume, acR is the
air pore volume needed in order that the spacing Lcn should
not be exceeded when aw is reached in the pore system and a¡
is an "air-buffer" or a safety margin. The value acRis cal-
culated by Èhe Powers equation (21 using the true value LcR

and-t.he value qcR which is the specific area of Ehe air-fi1-
led part of the air pore system when t.he residual spacing of
this is exacEly LcR.

acR = vp/ {0,364- [r,cn-qcn/3 + 1] 3 - 1] QO)

The value aw is depending on the environmental conditions.
The wetter E.he environment, t.he higher is the value of âw
and the bigger is the size of the largest water-filled air
pore. Therefore, the value of the "residual" specific area
c[cR is reduced when the environment becomes wetter and ac-
cording to eq (20il the required air volume acn is increased.
Therefore, according to eq (19), in order to compensate for
a wetter environment the totaf air content êo of the concre-
te must be increased. This i-s not considered when the air
requirement is calculated by eq (18) since neither the value
of (Lo)cn nor the value of cto are dependent. of the wetness
of t.he environment.

The ideas presented are illustrated by f í9.1'2 showing the
effect of a graduaL water-filling of the air pore system on
the residual values Lr, or and ar of the parameters L, cx,
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and a. A water-fill-ing that corresponds exactly to the resi-
dual spacing fact.or LcRal-so gives the residual specific area
ccn and the residual air content acR. All pores with a diame-
ter small-er than @cR are Ehen water-fil-1ed. In the real-
case, only pores small-er than Óware v¡ater-filled, where
Õw<Õcn. This gives an air-buffer a¡which is a sort of safe-
ty margin against the occurrence of excepLionally moist con-
ditions. The air-buffer will increase with increasing air
content under the assumption Ehat the shape of the air pore
system is unchanged. A long service life requires an air-
buffer which is large enough never to be fully utilized even
during very moist condj-Eions.

The increased air requirement. when freezíng occurs in the
presence of salt can possibly be understood by the theory
just present.ed.The extra need of air j-s normally explained
by the fact that salt apparently reduces the critical ficti-
tious factor (Lo)cn from about 0,25 nrn to about 0,1-6 to 0,20
mm for normal concrete. Inserted in eq (18) thj-s decrease in
the (Lo)cn-value gives a substantial increase in the required
air content. The following reasoning is however just as
plausible. The presence of salE increases the water content
in the air pore system of the surface part. of Ehe concrete,
e.g. by attracting water from the inEerior of t.he concrete
or by prolonging the periods of wetness of the concrete sur-
face. Thus the value awincreases aS well as the size Ow of
the largest water-filled air pore. this means that Lhe spe-
cific area of the air-fiIIed part of the pore system decrea-
ses. Then according to eq (20') the required air content acn
of Èhe portion of the air pore system that has to stay air-
filIed either increases or decreases depending on the effect.
of salt on the true spacing factor Lcn. The decrease in the
specific areac[cR might be more or ]-ess compensated for by
the possible increase in Ehe Erue LcR-value t.hat was found in
the tests described in section 3. The combined effect of the
changes in aw and acR is such, however, that the total air
requrement increases.
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Air Pore diqmeter

Fig.1,2 - f llustration of the principles behind the concepts
residual specific.area qr, residual air content êr,
residual spacing fact,or Lr, water-fil-led air pore vo-
lume aw, critical air pore volume acR and air buffer
ab-

10 Nr¡.merica1 examples

The application of the theory is shown by some examples.
fn all examples the followingr concrete is assumed: The ce-
ment paste fract.ion (including "interfering" fine aggregate)
is 0,3'7 m3/m3, the air void system is described by eq (3)
with the constant b=1,03 when the pore radius is expressed
in Frn. This corresponds to a specific area of the empty pore
system of 30 mm-r. The calculations of the relations between

the water absorption aw, the corresponding pore diameter Õw

and the residual specific areaCtr are based on formulas
presented in Fagerlund (1979l. .

The t.rue critical spacing factor is assumed to have the
values that were found experimentally (section 3'l; 0,40 mm

for freezíng in water and 0,54 mm for freezing in sal-t.

Examole 1: No salt. Short storaqe in water

AI1 pores wiCh diameter smaller than 1,40 pm are assumed
to be water-fi11ed. This corresponds to a residual specific
area u,=23 mm-1 and a deqree of water-filling Saof the air
pore system of 1-6 eo. The required amounL of air-fil-Ied pores
is; eq (20) .

oq1

c[o

oo

ocR

i

io

0
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âcR = 0,37 / {0,364- [0,¿0 -23/3+1]3-1] -100

The required minimum tot.al air content is;
(ao)min = Sa- (ao)min + âcR = 0,1-6 ' (ao¡min +

Example 2: No salt. Lonq storaqe in water

A'6 9o

eq (19)

7,6 = L,9 Z

The amount of water in the air pore system is hi-gher than j-n

example 1. AlJ- pores with diameter smaller t.han 200 Fm are
assumed to be water-filled. This corresponds to a residual
specific area of 19.5 mm-1 and a degree of water-filling Sa

of the air pore system of 34 8. The required amount of air-
fiIled pores is.

êcR = 0,37/{O,364.lO,AO-19,5/3+tl3-r}-t00 = 2,3 %

The required minimum total-

(ao)min = Sa- (ao)min + acR

air content i-s:

= 0,34- (ao¡min + 2,3 = 3,5 Z

be increased by i-, 6 I when theThus, the air content must
concrete is more moist.

Fr¿amn]a ?: f^Iil-h salt- T,ono st /lrâarê i n wal-cr as 'i n examnl e 2

The waLer absorption is assumed to increase when saft is
used. All pores with diameter smaller than 300¡tm are assu-
med to be water-filled. This corresponds to a residual spe-
cific area of 15 mm-1 and a degree of water-fi1J-ingr Saof Ehe
air pore syst.em of 65 Z. The true critical spacing factor is
now assumed to be increased to 0.54 mm. The required amount
of air-filled pores therefore is.

0,37 / {0,364 [0, 54 -:-5 /3+L] 3-r] . l-00 2,1 Z

This is almost the same value as for freezing in pure water;
the decrease in cris compensated for by the increase in Lcn.
The required minimum total air content is:

(ao)min = Sa- (ao)min + acR

Thus, the required air content might be higher when freezi-ngr
occurs in the presence of sal-t despite the fact that the
true critical- spacing factor might be increased.

acR

0,65. (ao¡min + 2,1 = 6 e".
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11 Suggestsíons for futsure researcf¡

fn order t.o verify the theory and make it more applicable
also when salts are involved the followÍng experimental stu-
dies -among others- should be made.

* Determinat.ion of the Lrue critical 'spacing factors from
measurements of ScR-values of concretes containing salt
water of different. concentrations and with different air
pore structures. The evaluation is made according t.o the
principles described in section 4.

* Determination of the long term water absorption in air
pore systems of different shape and during different outer
conditions; varying E.emperaEure, interrupted and resumed
water absorpt.ion, variable salt concentration etc.

* Determination of the "micro-flotv" of sa1t. and wat.er in the
surface part of a concrete during a freeze/Ehaw cycle and
between the surface and the surroundinq medium; pure waEer
or salt water.

Much. of the work deals with moisture flow which is natu-
raI because Ehe frost resisEance problem is Eo a very large
extent a "moisture mechanics problem". One will never obtain
a good theory for the service life with regard Eo frost at.-
tack if the moisture mechanics of t.he problem is not. under-
stood.
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